
Online TREC 

This competition is for the Obstacle (PTV) phase of TREC only.  

Scoring 

This explanation covers all three classes – In Hand, Newcomers and Open 

Each obstacle is scored out of 10 

A maximum of 7 points can be gained in effectiveness (actually doing the obstacle). Effectiveness 
faults are deducted for the following 

Running out, refusal (including stepping back) or change of gait. There are effectiveness faults 
specific to various obstacles and these are noted alongside the obstacle descriptions. Each fault is -3 
points until you reach 0. 

 

A maximum of 3 points is added to the effectiveness points for either style or gait depending on the 
obstacle.  Whether an obstacle is style or gait is noted in the obstacle description 

Style – very good = +3, good = +2, Quite good = +1 and average = 0 

Gait – ridden obstacles -  walk = -2, trot = 0, canter = +3 

            led obstacles – walk = 0, trot = +3 

Ridden obstacles – style points – gained for good position, balance, regular forward motion, 
straightness, discreet aids and acceptance of the aids by the horse. 

Led obstacles – style points – gained for leading on a loose rein, manners, straightness, balance, 
maintaining a forward motion and the horse’s muzzle not ahead of the rider/handler’s shoulder line. 

 

Immobility – scored on time alone.  Once the competitor has entered the circle, they have 10 
seconds to position themselves and release the contact/ horse. The timer then starts. The horse can 
move within the circle but must not leave it. The timer is stopped immediately the horse leaves the 
circle or the rider picks up the contact. Score one point for each second. 

 

Mounting – has a time limit. The timer starts when the horse enters the defined area. Mounting is 
considered to start when the rider puts their foot into the stirrup and to have finished when both 
feet are in the stirrups.  

 


